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Abstract. Based on novel data from an understudied type of ellipsis in Spanish—
which I refer to as Fragment Questions—I argue for the need of both semantic
and syntactic identity conditions to license ellipsis. In particular the TP is subject
to syntactic identity, and the domain above that is subject to semantic identity.
Fragment Questions are elliptical sentences interpreted as wh-questions. They have
a follow-up meaning and, unlike other types of sentential ellipsis, they require a
wh-phrase to go unpronounced, although there’s no explicit wh-question or wh-
phrase in the antecedent. In this paper, I analyze Fragment Questions as the result
of ellipsis of a wh-question from which a Contrastive Topic has moved.
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1. Introduction. Based on the analysis of novel data from an understudied type of ellipsis in
Spanish—which I refer to as Fragment Questions—, I argue for the need of both semantic and
syntactic identity conditions to license ellipsis. In particular, I claim that the TP is subject to
syntactic identity, and that the domain above that is subject to semantic identity. Furthermore, I
will claim that Fragment Questions are a type of CP-Ellipsis, namely, ellipsis of an entire CP,
from which a Contrastive Topic (i.e. the remnant) has moved.
Fragment Questions,1 exemplified in speaker B’s response to A in (1B) and (2B), are el-














Intended: ‘What about Bruno?





















Unlike other types of sentential ellipsis like sluicing or why-stripping, Fragment Questions re-
quire a wh-phrase to go unpronounced. Crucially, this occurs even though there is no explicit
wh-question or wh-phrase in the antecedent.
* For helpful discussion and feedback, I thank the audience at the 95th LSA Annual Meeting, and especially Karlos
Arregi and Jason Merchant. All mistakes and shortcomings are my own. Author: Laura Stigliano, The University of
Chicago (laurastigliano@uchicago.edu).
1 See Wei (2013, 2018) on a similar construction in Mandarin Chinese.
2 It’s worth mentioning that Fragment Questions in Spanish can also have a yes/no polar question meaning. However,
for reasons of space, this is not going to be discussed in this paper.
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In this paper I will argue that Fragment Questions in Spanish are the result of the ellipsis
























‘And salad who ate?’
In addition, I will argue that both syntactic and semantic identity conditions are needed to li-
cense this type of ellipsis.
The structure of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, I discuss the syntax of Fragment
questions; in Section 3, I discuss the identity conditions needed to license Fragment Questions:
Section 4 concludes.
2. Syntax of Fragment Questions. I claim that Fragment Questions are a type of CP-Ellipsis,
namely, ellipsis of an entire CP, as illustrated in (23b):























As the simplified tree above shows, the remnant—Bruno—is a topicalized DP that moves out
of the ellipsis site. I claim that ellipsis is triggered by an [E]-feature (Merchant 2001) on Top
and that ellipsis targets the complement of the head bearing the [E]-feature (the CP, in this
case). As illustrated above, the E-site contains a wh-question (minus the topicalized DP).
Evidence in favor of an ellipsis analysis in general, and a move-and-delete analysis in par-
ticular, comes from various sources that will be examined in the rest of this section. In ad-
dition, I will provide evidence to show that at least some type of syntactic identity is needed
to license this elliptical construction. In the first place, the possible remnants for a Fragment
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Question in Spanish are exactly those constituents that can otherwise be topicalized out of a
wh-question in this language. Likewise, those constituents that cannot be topicalized out of a
wh-question cannot occur as Fragment Questions. In the second place, Fragment Questions are
island sensitive; that is, no island repair effects are observed in this type of construction. This
means that repair strategies proposed in the literature (see e.g. Abels 2011; Barros et al. 2014;
Barros 2016, among many others) such as cleft/copular sources or short sources are not avail-
able here. Third, Fragment Questions display connectivity effects; in particular, they do not al-
low P-stranding/omission. This contrasts with other types of sentential ellipsis such as sluicing,
which allows P-stranding/omission in Spanish (see, e.g. Rodrigues et al. 2009; Stigliano 2019,
2020). This, again, points against cleft or copular sources inside the ellipsis site. Last, Frag-
ment Questions don’t allow structural mismatches between the ellipsis site and its antecedent,
such as voice mismatches. This provides further evidence for the need of a more strict syntac-
tic identity (see, e.g. Merchant 2013).
2.1. POSSIBLE AND IMPOSSIBLE REMNANTS. As I mentioned, possible remnants for Frag-
ment Questions in Spanish are exactly those constituents that can otherwise be topicalized out
of a wh-question in this language. The examples in (6) and (8) show that both object DPs and
PPs can topicalized out of a wh-question. Likewise, both can occur as remnants for Fragment












































Lit: ‘And with Ana?’
Temporal and locative adverbial phrases can also be topicalized out of a wh-question, as shown
in (10) and (12). As predicted, they can also occur as remnants for Fragment Questions. This
























Literal: ‘And on Friday?’
Intended: ‘What about Friday?
Who run on Friday?’



























Literal: ‘And in the beach?’
Intended: ‘What about in the
beach? Who run in the beach?’
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Other possible remnants for Fragment Questions include indirect objects, frequency and man-
ner adverbials, predicative adjectives, infinitivals, among others (examples omitted because of
space restrictions).
With respect to impossible remnants, these are exactly those constituents that cannot be
topicalized out of a wh-question. For example, a TP cannot be topicalized, as shown in (14).
Likewise, it cannot occur as a Fragment Question, as shown in (15):

























Intended: ‘What about buying a car? Who did it?’
Other impossible remnants include sentential adverbs, VPs, CPs, and TPs, among others (ex-
amples omitted because of space restrictions).
2.2. ISLAND SENSITIVITY. Additional evidence for an ellipsis analysis comes from the fact
that Fragment Questions are island sensitive. This, again, correlates with the fact that topical-
izations out of those structures are ungrammatical. In addition, these facts show that ‘repair’
strategies such as short sources or cleft/copular sources cannot be proposed here. For exam-
ple, (16) shows that the extraction of an attributive adjective is ungrammatical (similar to the
so-called ‘Left-Branch Extractions’ in English). As predicted, (17) shows the impossibility of































‘Sonia hired a tall friend.’ Intended: ‘Who hired a short friend?’
Another example is provided below for Relative Clause islands. In particular, (18) shows that
extraction out of this structure is ungrammatical, and (19) shows that, as predicted, a topical-



































‘Sonia knows someone who speaks Portuguese.’ ‘And French?’
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The same facts can be observed for other islands such as whether-islands, complex NP
islands, and adjunct islands (examples omitted because of space restrictions).
As I mentioned above, the fact that island repair is not possible means that non-isomorphic
repair strategies such as cleft/copular sources and short sources are not available here, and that
the ellipsis site should contain a structure isomorphic to its antecedent’s (that is, one that con-
tains an island).
2.3. CONNECTIVITY EFFECTS. A third piece of evidence for an ellipsis analysis of Fragment
Questions, and for the need of syntactic isomorphism comes from the fact that this type of
ellipsis displays connectivity effects. In particular, P(reposition)-stranding is not allowed in
Fragment Questions, as shown in the examples below. In Spanish, P-stranding is not allowed
(20b), the only option being piep-piping the preposition along with the DP (20a):

































Literal: ‘And with Ana?’
These facts contrast with other types of ellipsis like sluicing, that do allow the omission of the
preposition in elliptical contexts in Spanish (see, e.g. Rodrigues et al. 2009; Stigliano 2020).
Furthermore, this shows that there should be isomorphism between the Antecedent and the E-
site, and that alternative structures cannot be the source of this elliptical construction.
2.4. VOICE MISMATCHES ARE BANNED. The final piece of evidence for an ellipsis analy-
sis of Fragment Questions and for the need of syntactic identity between the ellipsis site and
its antecedent comes from the unavailability of voice mismatches. As the following example
shows, an active sentence (22B) cannot be elided if the antecedent is a passive (22A). Cru-
































‘And Bruno, what did he destroy?’
The fact that voice mismatches are impossible shows that at least some kind of syntactic iden-
tity is needed (Merchant 2013).
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2.5. INTERIM SUMMARY. In this section I provided evidence to show that (i) Fragment Ques-
tions are the result of ellipsis, (ii) the E-site contains a wh-question, (iii) that remnant is topi-
calized out of the E-site, and (iv) some kind of syntactic identity/isomorphism is needed. My
proposal is summarized in (5), repeated below in (23):























According to (23), Fragment Questions are a type of CP-Ellipsis triggered by an [E]-feature on
Top, which elides its entire complement (i.e. the CP), and the remnant is a topicalized XP (in
this case, the DP Bruno). In the following section, I extensively discuss the identity condition
needed to license this type of elliptical construction.
3. The identity condition. I argue that both syntactic and semantic identity conditions are
necessary to license ellipsis in Fragment Questions.
On the one hand, I claim that syntactic identity licenses ellipsis of the TP. This evidence
comes from the data presented in the previous section, in particular island sensitivity (17) and
(19), connectivity effects (21), and the unavailability of voice mismatches (22). Because of
space restrictions, I won’t discuss this any longer here, I refer the reader to Saab (2008), Mer-
chant (2013), Chung (2013), Rudin (2019), Stigliano (2020), among many others for an exten-
sive discussion of the need for syntactic identity to license ellipsis.
On the other hand, I claim that syntactic identity is not enough, and that semantic iden-
tity licenses ellipsis above the TP, i.e. the CP. The main reason behind this claim is that a wh-
phrase is deleted although there is no indefinite or wh-phrase in the antecedent. This poses
some problems for an account solely based only on strict syntactic identity. In particular, qué
‘what’ gets deleted but its correlate is the NP pizza ‘pizza’ in the antecedent. Crucially, qué















‘Sonia ate pizza’ ‘And Bruno?’
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In the next subsection I propose a focus-based semantic identity condition to license Frag-
ment Questions (see e.g. Merchant 2001, 2018; Barros & Kotek 2019, among others).
3.1. SEMANTIC IDENTITY. In order to put forth a semantic identity condition, a few assump-
tions need to be made. First, I assume that focused elements have a focus semantic value (i.e.
J Kf), which denotes the set of alternatives in the model (Rooth 1992). Second, I assume that
wh-words introduce alternatives (Hamblin 1973) and that they only have a focus semantic
value (Beck 2006), but don’t need to be F-marked, as illustrated in (25):
(25) a. Jwhat/quéKo is undefined
b. Jwho/quiénKo is undefined
c. Jwhat/quéKf = {xe : x 6∈ human}
d. Jwho/quiénKf = {xe : x ∈ human}
Finally, I follow Büring (1997, 2003) in that a topic value is a ‘typed up’ focus value (J Kct),
i.e. a set of sets of propositions, or a set of questions. This is illustrated in (26):
(26) a. JSoniaCT ate pizzaFKct = {What did Ana eat?, What did Bruno eat?, What did Celia
eat?, What did ... eat?}
b. JSoniaCT ate pizzaFKct = {{ x ate y | y ∈ De} | x ∈ De} = Who ate what?
With these assumptions in mind, I propose a semantic identity condition to license ellipsis
in Fragment Questions. This condition is stated in (27):
(27) Ellipsis may apply to CPE in TopPE iff
i. TopPE has a salient antecedent TopPA, and
ii. JTopPAKct ⊆ JTopPEKct
(27i) specifies the need of having an appropriate salient antecedent, and (27ii) indicates that
ellipsis is licensed only if the contrastive topic value of the antecedent TopP is a subset of the
contrastive topic value of the TopP that contains the CP that’s targeted for deletion
This is illustrated below (English words are used for ease of exposition). It can be ob-
served that both the TopP in the Antecedent and the TopP that contains the CP that’s targeted















‘Sonia ate pizza’ ‘And Bruno?’
a. J[TopPA SoniaCT ate pizzaF]K
ct = {{ x ate y | y ∈ De} | x ∈ De} = (28b)
b. J[TopPE BrunoCT what ate]K
ct = {{ x ate y | y ∈ De} | x ∈ De} = (28a)
4. Conclusions. In this short paper I introduced an new type of ellipsis in Spanish, which I
referred to as Fragment Questions. Fragment Questions in Spanish consist on the ellipsis of a
wh-question from which a Contrastive Topic has moved. I provided evidence to argue for an
elliptical account of this constructions that imposes both syntactic and semantic restrictions.
Crucially, I showed that neither syntactic nor semantic identity alone can account for these

































In particular, I claim that syntactic identity licenses ellipsis of the TP (as in cases of clausal
ellipsis such as sluicing, fragment answers, stripping, etc.), and that semantic identity licenses
ellipsis above the TP, namely, cases of CP-Ellipsis as the ones analyzed here. This latter condi-
tion is repeated below in (30):
(30) Ellipsis may apply to CPE in TopPE iff
i. TopPE has a salient antecedent TopPA, and
ii. JTopPAKct ⊆ JTopPEKct
As a final note, it’s worth mentioning that a possible implementation of these two identity
condition could be obtained with two different [E]-features on two different heads (i.e. on C,
and on Top). These would impose different identity conditions, as explained above. I leave the
exact implementation of these two conditions for future work.
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